Hammer CLI - Feature #17819

Output adapters should support printing lists page by page

12/21/2016 10:38 AM - Tomáš Strachota

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Oleh Fedorenko
Category: Hammer core
Target version:

Description
Output adapters currently don't support printing lists page by page. When printing all records, commands need to save them into one long field and then print them all at once. This can lead to superfluous memory consumption.

Output adapters should allow for printing each of the chunks separately.

Related issues:
Related to Hammer CLI - Bug #17740: Printing longer lists with table formatter is extremely slow
Related to Hammer CLI - Tracker #14914: Tracker for output related issues

Associated revisions
Revision 8c6e5fcb - 11/05/2019 04:09 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #17819 - Allow adapters print page by page

Revision aae5fa3 - 11/19/2019 02:25 PM - Ondřej Pražák
Merge pull request #311 from ofedoren/feat-17819-lists-page-by-page
Fixes #17819 - Allow adapters print page by page

Revision 47aa9eec - 11/19/2019 03:33 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Refs #17819 - Allow adapters print page by page

Revision 98739de5 - 11/20/2019 09:48 AM - Ondřej Pražák
Merge pull request #442 from ofedoren/feat-17819-lists-page-by-page
Refs #17819 - Allow adapters print page by page

History
#1 - 12/21/2016 10:39 AM - Tomáš Strachota
- Related to Bug #17740: Printing longer lists with table formatter is extremely slow added

#2 - 12/21/2016 10:40 AM - Tomáš Strachota
- Related to Tracker #14914: Tracker for output related issues added
#3 - 07/18/2019 09:21 AM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Triaged set to No
- Assignee set to Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from New to Assigned

#4 - 07/30/2019 03:24 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/311 added

#5 - 09/02/2019 03:45 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing

#6 - 09/02/2019 03:47 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli-foreman/pull/442 added

#7 - 10/09/2019 11:27 AM - Martin Bacovsky
- Team Backlog Hammer added
- Team Backlog deleted (Marek)

#8 - 11/19/2019 02:25 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-0.20.0 added

#9 - 11/19/2019 03:01 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 8c6e5fcb8d8bedde7c3ebd9ab3f80424d1ff112f76.